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Western Sky Airpark Welcomes New Ownership and a Bright Future Ahead

SALOME, ARIZONA – We are thrilled to announce that Western Sky Airpark has officially changed ownership. 
As the new proprietors of this vibrant community, we extend our warmest greetings to all current residents. 
With great enthusiasm, we look forward to becoming an integral part of the Western Sky family and 
contributing to the thriving aviation community in the region.

As the new owners, we recognize the rich history and untapped potential of Western Sky Airpark. We are 
committed to building upon its legacy and fostering an even stronger sense of community among its 
residents. Our mission is to develop Western Sky Airpark into one of the most renowned airparks in Arizona.

Change brings with it endless opportunities, and we are eager to embrace them together with you all. We 
are keen on maintaining the airpark's unique character while also introducing thoughtful improvements 
and amenities that will enhance the overall experience for every resident. Inclusivity and collaboration are at 
the core of our vision, and we earnestly invite your valuable input in shaping the future of Western Sky 
Airpark.

We firmly believe that this transformation is a journey that must be taken together, one step at a time. Our 
commitment to meticulous planning and thorough execution will ensure that each decision contributes to 
the airpark's sustainable growth and prosperity. We appreciate your patience and understanding as we 
work diligently towards this shared vision.

In the coming weeks and months, we plan to conduct meetings and surveys to gather feedback from all 
residents. We want to hear your ideas, dreams, and aspirations for Western Sky Airpark. Together, we will 
identify areas for improvement and uncover innovative opportunities that align with the community's 
interests and needs.

The road to becoming the most talked-about airpark in Arizona may not be overnight, but we are confident 
that with the collective effort and support from each resident, we will achieve this ambitious goal. Our 
commitment to transparency will ensure that you are well-informed about the progress and developments 
as we move forward.

We are excited to get involved in the Western Sky Airpark community and work with you to create a thriving 
and prosperous environment for pilots, aviation enthusiasts, and residents alike. Together, let's soar to new 
heights and make Western Sky Airpark a destination that we can all take pride in.
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